Evolutionary analysis of phyletic patterns (phylogenetic profiles) is widely used in biology, representing presence or absence of characters such as genes, restriction sites, introns, indels and methylation sites. The phyletic pattern observed in extant genomes is the result of ancestral gain and loss events along the phylogenetic tree. Here we present CoPAP (coevolution of presence-absence patterns), a user-friendly web server, which performs accurate inference of coevolving characters as manifested by co-occurring gains and losses. CoPAP uses state-of-the-art probabilistic methodologies to infer coevolution and allows for advanced network analysis and visualization. We developed a platform for comparing different algorithms that detect coevolution, which includes simulated data with pairs of coevolving sites and independent sites. Using these simulated data we demonstrate that CoPAP performance is higher than alternative methods. We exemplify CoPAP utility by analyzing coevolution among thousands of bacterial genes across 681 genomes. Clusters of coevolving genes that were detected using our method largely coincide with known biosynthesis pathways and cellular modules, thus exhibiting the capability of CoPAP to infer biologically meaningful interactions. CoPAP is freely available for use at
INTRODUCTION
A phyletic pattern (also termed phylogenetic profile) is a binary-coded data set in which presence ('1') versus absence ('0') of homologous characters is denoted across species. This 0/1 matrix is equivalent to a gap-free multiple sequence alignment, in which rows correspond to species and columns correspond to binary characters. Phyletic pattern representation is useful for evolutionary analysis of various types of data including gene families (1) (2) (3) , restriction sites (4-6), indels (7, 8) , introns (9, 10) and morphological characters [reviewed in (11) ].
Methods for evolutionary analysis of phyletic patterns have progressed from the traditional parsimony (1) to likelihood models, in which the dynamics of gain (0!1) and loss (1!0) events are assumed to follow a continuous-time Markov process (9, 10, 12, 13) . Recently, we have implemented a stochastic-mapping approach that uses advanced evolutionary mixture models to accurately infer branch-site specific events (14) . We have shown that our stochastic-mapping approach is over two folds more accurate in detecting branch-specific events compared with the prevalent maximum-parsimony approach (15) .
Previous studies have shown that genomes evolve under various constraints, which are reflected in correlated evolutionary histories. Examples include coevolving sites within a protein (16) (17) (18) and coevolutionary interactions between different genes (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Importantly, many of these studies have demonstrated that coevolutionary interactions between genes are highly suggestive of functional interactions [reviewed in (28) ]. In the case of prokaryotic genomes, coevolutionary interactions between genes can be inferred from phyletic patterns by searching for co-occurrence of gene gain (resulting from horizontal gene transfer) and loss events. Several evolutionary methods to infer coevolutionary interactions from phyletic patterns exist, ranging from maximum-parsimony methods (29, 30) to methods that provide explicit models of coevolution (31) . Recently, we developed a probabilistic method to infer coevolutionary interactions from phyletic patterns (32) . In contrast to the maximum-parsimony approach, our method heavily relies on advanced probabilistic models for mapping gain and loss events along the tree. Moreover, unlike explicit models for pairwise coevolution (31), our method allows analyzing data sets with thousands of characters and hundreds of species.
Here we present CoPAP (Coevolution of PresenceAbsence Patterns), a user-friendly web server which is the first publically available web server for coevolutionary analysis of phyletic data. The main features and novelties of our web server are as follows: (i) usage of efficient probabilistic methods, capable of analyzing evolutionary interactions across hundreds of genomes (see case study below); (ii) implementation of various evolutionary models including complex mixture models, which can accurately capture gain-loss dynamics; (iii) visualization and analysis of the inferred coevolutionary network using Cytoscape (33) with additional preloaded plug-ins to study clusters within the network (34); (iv) providing benchmark data sets of both coevolving and independently evolving genes; (v) phylogenetic visualization of the phyletic patterns using tree visualization applets; (vi) multiple advanced options for expert users, while providing novice users with a minimalistic interface, which enables fast and reliable results for typical inputs.
RESULTS

Input
The CoPAP input is a phyletic pattern provided as a 0/1 matrix. A phylogenetic tree is either provided as input by the user or estimated from the phyletic pattern by the neighbor joining (NJ) algorithm (35) . For NJ, distances among genomes are computed using maximum likelihood (a two state model, in which the stationary frequencies are estimated by counting). CoPAP allows for an optional input with description and annotation of characters (e.g. gene information) to facilitate biological interpretation of the resulting coevolutionary network. While the method is suitable for analyzing various types of binary data, we will refer to genes throughout the manuscript to facilitate readability. We note that CoPAP can only analyze binary characters, and therefore cannot capture evolutionary events such as variation in gene copy number [see for example (29) ].
Coevolution computation
CoPAP infers coevolutionary interactions and computes statistical significance using simulations. For methodological details see (32) as well as the 'Overview' section in the CoPAP web server. Parameters that can be adjusted by the user include, for example, controlling the minimal significance level of reported coevolutionary interactions and controlling for unobservable data (see the 'Overview' section within the CoPAP web server for more details).
Evolutionary model
The inference of coevolutionary interactions is dependent on ancestral mapping of gain and loss events along the tree. The accuracy of such mapping depends on the underlying evolutionary model (15) . The simplest model assumes that a single evolutionary rate characterizes all characters and allows obtaining results in the shortest time. However, typically this model is extremely unrealistic, as different genes evolve in different rates. Thus, the default model allows for among-gene rate variation, by assuming that the rates are gamma distributed with an additional invariant category. A more advanced mixture model is additionally available, which allows both the gain rate and the loss rate to independently vary among genes (14) . The free parameters of all evolutionary models are estimated using maximum likelihood from the data. Further details regarding all available parameters are provided in the 'Overview' section in the web server.
A comparative platform for estimating performance of coevolution inference using simulations Using simulations we evaluated the CoPAP methodology and compared it with the explicit models for pairwise coevolution as implemented in BayesTraits (31) and with a phylogeny-independent approach, based on correlation between observed (extant) patterns of presence and absence, which we term 'Observed Correlation' (19) . We found area under precision-recall curve of 0.527, 0.453 and 0.292 for CoPAP, BayesTraits and 'Observed Correlation' methods, respectively. These results indicate that CoPAP infers coevolving characters more accurately than both other methods. Notably, CoPAP's run time was <1% of that of BayesTraits but much higher than 'Observed Correlation'. Further details are provided in the 'Benchmark' section within the CoPAP web server.
Case study: the bacterial genes coevolutionary network
We used CoPAP to analyze 4258 bacterial clusters of orthologous genes (COGs) across 681 bacterial genomes. Phyletic patterns were retrieved from eggNOG (36) and Figure 2 . Projecting the phyletic patterns of two coevolving genes onto the tree. CoPAP allows automatic visualization of the presence-absence pattern for a given pair of genes. The pattern for a given pair is mapped onto the tree with taxa names colored according to presence in both ('11', red), absence in both ('00', gray), presence in the first only ('10', green) or presence in the second only ('01', blue). Here, the patterns of COG4521 (ABC-type taurine transport system, periplasmic component) and COG4525 (ABC-type taurine transport system, ATPase component) are presented. In this case, the high similarity in their phyletic patterns (as seen by the dominant red and gray colors) is in line with CoPAP's inference of a statistically significant coevolution. the tree from Wu et al. (37) . This is the first model-based coevolutionary analysis of such extensive data, substantially larger than the data previously analyzed with this method [282 species (32) ], or a previous coevolutionary analysis based on the parsimony approach [163 species (29) ].
CoPAP identified 5605 significant interactions (with a significance level of alpha = 0.01 and controlling for false discovery rate). Out of the 4258 COGs analyzed, almost 40% (1664) were found to be involved in strong coevolutionary interactions. CoPAP automatically produces graphical representation of the global properties of the coevolution network. Figure 1 includes examples of such graphical representations illustrating the distribution of the number of interactions (i.e. degree distribution among genes, Figure 1A) , and the frequency of various significance levels of coevolutionary interactions ( Figure 1B) .
CoPAP allows users to easily inspect presence-absence patterns for genes of interest with respect to their underlying phylogeny using FigTree http://tree.bio.ed.ac. uk/software/figtree/ and Archaeopteryx (38) . Figure 2 presents the patterns of two coevolving genes, COG4521 (ABC-type taurine transport system, periplasmic component) and COG4525 (ABC-type taurine transport system, ATPase component) using FigTree.
The reconstructed coevolutionary network is available for download as a detailed text file. Additionally, CoPAP provides advanced network visualization and analysis by automatically loading the network to the Cytoscape platform (33) . Figure 3A exemplifies network visualization using Cytoscape for our case study. Cytoscape further allows many functions for network analysis. The detection of groups of genes that coevolve with each other is of special interest, as it may provide valuable insights revealing modularity within bacterial genomes. For this purpose, Cytoscape was preloaded with plug-ins to analyze clusters within the network. In our case study, we clustered genes using the transitivity clustering plugin (34) to reveal hundreds of clusters of coevolving genes. Coevolving clusters of genes show overwhelming agreement with known function annotation: >90% of the 54 largest clusters (with at least five members) consist of genes with a similar function. A cluster is considered as consisting of genes with similar function if at least 80% of its members share a function, such as members of the same metabolic pathway (e.g. B12 Synthesis, Figure 3B ), genes having a similar function description or biological process (e.g. Type IV secretion/conjugation, Figure 3C ), genes that contribute to the same phenotype or trait (e.g. motility-related genes, see 'Gallery' section in the web server), genes encoding subunits of a protein complex (e.g. NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase complex, see 'Gallery') or genes sharing the same COG functional category (e.g. 'amino acid transport and metabolism', see 'Gallery'). The inferred coevolving clusters represent functional modules in bacterial genomes.
CONCLUSION
The observation that by-and-large clusters of coevolving genes are annotated with similar biological functions strongly supports the validity of this approach to extract meaningful biological interactions. This observation also suggests a crucial role for coevolutionary analysis in uncovering dependencies and associations between evolving genes. The publically available web server we present here is suitable for analyzing various binary-coded data and thus, has the potential to facilitate further biological understanding with the discovery of additional coevolutionary networks.
